PUMPS,
THE HEART
OF INDUSTRY
A look inside the
incredible machinery that
keeps our lives running.

Pumps lie deep in the heart of every
process. Our factories, plants,
pipelines, mills all operate using
pumps——and so do our bodies. Join
us in celebrating Pump Appreciation
Day and help recognize pumps both
as the heart of industry and as the
invaluable organ that powers life.
PUMPAPPRECIATIONDAY.COM

9 billion

1.4 trillion

Nearly 1.4 trillion barrels
of oil are extracted,
refined and transported
each year by pumps.

ITT employs more than 9,000 people who will
collectively pump 9 billion barrels of blood
during their lifetimes.*

1982

2000 B.C.

The first artificial heart was
successfully implanted in 1982. The
surgery lasted more than seven
hours and was valued at $50,000.*

The first form of
a pump, called a
shadoof, was created
by the Egyptians in
2000 B.C.*

Research shows that eating
dark chocolate can actually
reduce your risk of heart
disease, heart attacks and
heart failure.*

The Hershey Company
uses service pumps
to help produce nearly
80 million chocolate kisses
per day.*

1,900 gallons

150,000 gallons

As the largest artery in the body, the
aorta is almost the diameter of a garden
hose and pumps more than 1,900 gallons
(7,200 liters) of blood per day.*

The world’s largest water pump measures 32 feet tall
by 225 feet wide and can move more than 150,000
gallons (567,812 liters) of fluid per second.

3X
In one day, your blood travels a total of 12,000 miles (19,312 kilometers)——
that’s three times the distance from the U.S. to Ireland.*

During construction of the Burj Dubai Tower,
concrete was pumped to a record height of 1,988 feet
(606 meters)——longer than six fields in World Cup football.*

WE HAVE A HEART.
ITT Goulds Pumps promotes CPR and first aid training around the world through the Emergency Cardiovascular Care Program,
supported by the American Heart Association and its global partners. Because pumps are the “heart of industry,” ITT Goulds Pumps
recognizes the importance of a healthy heart and invites industrial pump users worldwide to join its commitment to heart health.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT PUMPAPPRECIATIONDAY.COM.
FOLLOW US: @ITTGouldsPumps, @ITTBornemann, @ITTPROServices, @ITTEngValves, @ITTOil&Gas, @ITTPowerGen, @ITTMining
Think you know pumps? Test your knowledge today with the World of Pumps Quiz. www.worldofpumpsquiz.com.
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